CV Dressage Body Clipping Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT, for good and valuable consideration receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, dated
the __________ day of ____________, 202__ made by and between CV Dressage, hereinafter referred
to as "CLIPPER”, providing services as an independent contractor, primarily located at
_______________________________________________________ and (Owner’s name)
____________________________________ residing at (Owner’s address)
___________________________________________________________, hereinafter referred to as
"OWNER." These parties warrant that they have the right to enter into this AGREEMENT.
1. RATES.
a. _____ Trace/Irish Clip $115
b. _____ Blanket Clip $125
c. _____ Hunter Clip (leaving
head/legs) $150
d. _____ Full Clip $175

e. _____ Mini/small pony Full clip
$150
f. _____ Show Trim (Fetlocks,
coronary band, ears, bridle
path) $40
g. _____ Mane Pulling $25

2. Has horse been clipped before? _______ Will the horse stand appropriately and quietly? ________
3. Any “problem” areas that Courtney needs to be aware of? _____________________________
4. Owner agrees to take every step necessary to present horse in a clean and professional manner prior to any
grooming service. If horse is to be clipped, entire horse must be bathed no further than 24 hours out of
scheduled clip job and kept in a clean and well bedded stall covered with a sheet between bath and clip. No
turnout, riding, allowed to roll, etc. Bath must consist of a deep scrub shampoo AND condition on entire body,
paying special attention to the flank, legs, and head. Please use a curry to get deep at the base of the coat as the
base of the coat is what is being clipped. Horse must be FULLY dry before scheduled appointment time, please
allow adequate time for drying according to the weather.
a. A dirty horse is very hard to clip and will dull the blades, resulting in an uneven clip job.
5. If this is the first time horse has been clipped, or horse will not stand perfectly still, adequate sedation MUST be
on hand and supplied and administered by owner or representing agent for the horse. CV Dressage will not be
liable for supplying and administering any sedatives if needed. CV Dressage may refuse to perform or continue
clip job if horse is showing any dangerous tendencies that may put clipper in danger.
6. If mane needs to be pulled or braided, mane must be shampooed but NOT conditioned.
7. If the above prerequisites are not kept, CV Dressage may refuse to perform or continue clip job if horse is
showing any dangerous tendencies that may put clipper in danger. CV Dressage reserves the right to charge an
additional fee of $35 if presented with a dirty, wet, or dangerous horse.
8. A non-refundable fee of $50 must be paid via VENMO in order to reserve the appointment time. Fee will be
applied toward clip. This signed agreement must be returned to Courtney via email/photo text.
By signing, OWNER agrees to the above warranties.
Printed Name _________________________ (Owner) Signature _______________________________ (Owner)

Bathing tips
The red circled areas are areas that are often overlooked= SCRUB THESE AREAS THOROUGHLY DOWN TO THE BASE.
Shampoo and conditioner. A leave on spray coat shine can be applied when coat is dry.

